
Existing  Active Neighbourhood trial scheme (Implemented June 2020)
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The existing Active Neighbourhood trial scheme was implemented in June 2020 under an Experimental 
Traffic regulation Order (ETRO). An experimental order can stay in force for a maximum of 18 months while 
the effects are monitored and assessed, before the Council decides whether or not to continue with the 
changes brought in by the experimental order on a permanent basis. 

Since June 2020 Salford City Council have been closely monitoring the Active Neighbourhood trial, 
undertaking traffic monitoring and a public consultation exercise on both the trial Active Neighbourhood 
area and the longer term City Centre Bee Network walking and cycling scheme for the Central Salford area. 

The comments received during the consultation, including a Department for Transport study on 
Active Neighbourhoods and liaison with stakeholders and ward members has shown that the  Active 
Neighbourhood trial has a majority of support, with 65% in agreement.  However, there have been 
comments and queries raised relating to the filter on St Stephen Street and the effect this has had on 
access arrangements to properties, businesses and shops.  

The feedback has been invaluable in helping Salford Council to understand how to shape the scheme so 
that the trial can deliver improvements the local environment whilst still maintaining an appropriate level 
of access for servicing and access for properties and businesses.
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Interim Scheme – (March – May 2021)

The proposal is to act upon the comments received and implement a new ETRO in May 2020 to trial a 
number of new modal filters that reflect the feedback received during the consultation. The process for 
implementing these new locations has started but will take some time to implement.

So that the comments / feedback on the St Stephen St filter can be acted on as swiftly as possible, the 
existing modal filter currently in place on St Stephen Street between Brotherton Drive and Bevill Square will 
be relocated in early March 2021.  This relocation will temporarily reinstate the link along the full length of 
St Stephen Street, whilst the process for the revised trial is completed.
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Amended trial scheme (May 2021 onwards)

The revised locations have been developed as a result of the consultation feedback and will continue the 
existing Active Neighbourhood trial but vary it slightly to give more flexibility of access to residents,  whilst 
still achieving the aims of the project to reduce through traffic in the Neighbourhood and create quieter 
streets for all.  The main changes to be implemented are highlighted below,

Proposed new filter locations will be implemented at
• Chapel Street and St Stephen Street Junction. Access to / from Chapel St from the south end of St 

Stephen Street will not be permitted. 
• Lamb Lane at the slip road from Trinity Way. Access from Trinity Way will not be permitted.

All other filter locations that are part of the original trial on North George Street, Frederick Street and 
Stevenson Street, will remain in place.

Opportunity for comments 
We welcome your comments and feedback on the Active Neighbourhood trial as part of the ongoing 
process to develop safer and quieter streets for all in the local area. 
Please send feedback to MCF@salford.gov.uk


